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These are excitinCJ and dramatic days for practfoners of the'

law 'of .intellectual property. Until fairly recently, it seemed

the creators of intellectual property were thwarted at every

turn: judicial hostility often resulted in ail unwarranted

denial or limitation of protection for intellectual property;

and when protection was granted, an overbroad application of the

antItrust laws and the misuse doctrine often discourag'ed and

ev.en sanctioned the eJ;ficientexploitation of the property.

NOW, the·pendulumappearsto.beswingiilgback Thebenefit:s of

protecting intellectual property, so obvious to our founding

fathers as to be included in the,Constitution's description of

this nation's basic tenets, are once again being appreciated.

And the errors of the pendulum I s excess in deterring 'efficiEmt

exploitation of intellectual property are beCJinning to be

acknowl~dged.

Asa part of new enlightenment, there ar.e now before

Congress a number of serious legislative proposals aimed <at

improvihg the legal climate for the creation and exploitation of

new technologies. 1/ The Administration's bill, the National

Productivity and Innovation Act of 1983 (H.R. 3878, S. 1841),

1/ See,~, S. 1535 ( "Ad Hoc" Bill.on patent law reform) ;
H.~. 3577 (expansion Qf prQcess patent protection); S. 1306
(p'atent Term Restoration Act); s. 875 (Trademark CQunterfeiting
Act); S. 1440 (tpademarks becoming generic); S. 1201 (copyright
protection for semiconductor chips); s. 32( record rentals) ;
S. 33 (video rentals)



represents the most comprehensive approac.h of aoll of the

proposals. It would amend the patent, copyright, and antitrust

laws to remove a variety of legal impediments to the creation

and exploitation of intellectual property and would do so in a

manner that would help all United states industries.

Today, I would like to describe the Administration's bill

and respond to some questions that have been raised 'about it.

However, first I would like to place the bill in perspective by

briefly explaining the historic judicial hastility to

intellectual property and the forces that I believe have begun

to temper this hostility.

'The hostility to intellectual property protection derived

essentially from a misunderstanding of the manner in which

intellectual property protection functions in a free market

economy. The grant ofpro£ection to intellectlla1 property

typically Involves agr;lnt of· some form of exc.lusive rights in

tl'\e underlying concepts or technologies. The notion gained

favor among the judiciaryth~tthis exclusivity is inherently at

odds with. a freemark.et system~., For example, the Supreme Cou.rt

haS depicted the patent g.rant as a "monopoly," y the limits of

2/ See, ••~, United States v. Line Material, Inc., 333 U.S.
287(1948); Mercoid Corp. v •. Mid-Continent Inves.tment Co., 320
U.S. 661 (1944); E~hyl Gasoline Cqrp. v.(Jnit:~~;,.g.t:Clt~!l' 309
U.S. 436 (1940). .
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which are to be "narrowlyandst'r ictl'Y' confi'l'ued." 3/ This view

of an inherent inconsistency between intellectual pr8perty

protection and competitive markets waS·surnmarized in.a recent

court of appeals decision: 4/

[The patentgrantl is in inevitable tension
with the general hostility against monopoly
expressed in theantitrustlCjws,)15U.$.C.
S letseg. Therefore,courtsnormaHy
construepatent.rightsnarrowly in deference
to thepuplicinterest in competition.

This hostility reached not only t.he scope of protection for

intellectu.al property 5/ but also . itsexploitati,on. The Supreme

Court ''W'a'rned of the "evils of an.expansion of the patent

monopoly by private engagements." 6/ Patent license
',~ ,

arrangements were struck down under the antitrust laws and under

the patent misu,se doctrine without sufficient investigation into

Y Mercoid Corp. v ••• Mid-Continent Investment Co., 320 U.S. at
.665.

4/ UnitedStatesv.Studiengesellschaft Kohle,llI.b.H.,670
F.2d 1122, H27 (P;C. Cir. 1981).

5/ peepsouth Packing Co., Inc. v.Laitram Corp., 406 U.S. 518,
rehearing denied, 409 U. S. 902 (19721; Leitch ManUfacturing Co.
v. BsrberCo., 302 U.S. 458 (1938);B. B.ChemicalCo. v.
Ellis, 314 U.S. 495 (1942); Mercoid Corp. v. Mid~Continent

Investment Co., 320 U.S. 661, reheaI"ingdenied, 321 U.S. 802
(1944) ; MeI"coid COI"p.v. Minneapolis~HoneyweURegulatoI" Co.,
320 U.S. 680, I"ehearingdenied,321 U.S. 802 (1944).

6/ Metcoid v. Mid-Continent Investment,Co., ~20
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the actual competitive effects of the arr.angement. 7/ It was

always in th~ name of competition and economic progress that the

rights and abilities o.f the creators of new technologies were

limited.

voices argued that this view of the intellectual

property-anti trust int.erface wa,l:\ .analytically unsupportable;
'i~; '. ...

that this view impaired rather than promoted competition and

deterred rather than advanced economic progress. Only recently,

however, have these dissenting voices achieved any significant

victories. 8/ In my opinion, the reason these voices have begun- : ...... " ... - .....

to be heard by the courts is that economic circumstances have

forced a reevaluation of the logic of the prevailing view.

The economy of this country typically has relied heavily

upon technC>16gical advancement. Over the last 80 years, the

devl'!lopment of new technologies has accounted for almost half of

1/ See,~, UnitedStates.y.Line Material Inc., 333 U.Si
.287 (1948); The LaitramCorp./'l)' King Crab, Inc., 244 F. SUI?P.
9, modification denied, 245F.Supp. 1019 (D. Alasi<a1965);
Allied Research Products, Inc;y •. Heatbath Corp., 300 F. Supp.
656 (N.D. Ill.. 1969); American Photocopy Equipment Co. v.
Rovico, Inc., 359F.2d 745 (7th Cir. 1966).. See generally
·Competition Policy and thePi;tent Misuse Doctrine," Remarks by
Roger B. Andewelt, Chief, Intellectual property Section,
Antitrust Division, Before the. Bar Association for the District
of Columbia, Patent, TrademarK, and Copyright section
(November 3, 1982).

.....;' .-.'

8/ See,~, Aronson v. QuiCK Point Pencil Co., 440U •. S. 257
T1979); Dawson Chemical Co. v •.. Rohm& Haas Co., 448 U.S. 176,
rehearing denied., 448 U.S. 917 (1980), on remand, 557F. supp.
739 (S. D.Tex. 1983.!.
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the growth in our real per capita income. United' States

t.ec'hnology ha'ss.etthe standard in the international

marketplacer United States consumers have benefitted quickly and

dramatically from technological advancements by United States

firllls. Recently, however, this country's dominance in many

areas of technoJogy has begun to erode. United States

industries no longer necessarily dominate all domestic and

foreign high-technology markets. Indeed, for the first time in

my memory, in a limited'number of industries, foreign firms

rather than United States 'firms'have set the technological

standard.

This limited erosion of the technolog'i'cal dominance of

United States industry resulted in increased focus on the ,

pro.Cless of technologi9a1 development and dissemination. StudY

of the factors inflU;~Cing inn~~ation in turn resulted in

increased sensitivity to the crucial rple played by intellectual

property protection and exploitation in the innovation process.

The tempering of the judicial hostility against intellectual

property protection and exploitation that I mentioned is, I

believe, a direct result of this increased sensitivity.

In fact, rather than being at odds with a competitive market

system', a properly constructed system for protection of

intellectual property is a crucial part of such a system. For

example, intellectual p.roperty protection serves the

'procompetitive function of indLlcinginVestment in the discove'ry

and development of new technolog'ies. Theessen'ce of tec-hnolog'y

- 5 -



is information, and it. generally is difficult to prevent others
'<.'<> .. - -; .-, :' ':','

"from using information once it is created. Therefore, absent a

system for protecting intellectual property, "free riders" often

could duplicate the information, and appropriate to themselves

much of its value. This. diversion of revenue from the creators

of technology to "free riders" 19~ers the ec~nomic rewards of

R&D, thereby lowering incentives to invest in R&D in' the first

.,'.'..:.'.. :, ..':.... ':,,-'.,-',;' :-';,',' -"-:<-":','

Intellectual property licensing, like intellectual property

place. Therefore, unless this "free rider" problem is

addressed, such as through intellectual property protection,

there would be sUboptimal 'investment in the development of new

technologies; this would l~ad to less technologies being

developed, higher prices and fewer choices for consumers •

.~-

protection, also play's an'important procompetitive role in a

would be possible. Moreover,' by so doing, licensing can

increase the value of patents and .thereby engender more

investment in the development of 'new technologies.

Since I noted at the outset of'this speech that these more

enlightened economic interpretations of the intellectual

property-antitrust interface seem to be gaining favor,- the

question arises as to whether ,any 1~~ls1atiOn in the area is

- 6



nec<essary. Why not simply wai 1:'; for the errors of the past to be

corrected through the litigation process?

,The simplest and perhaps the most compelling answer to this

question is that technological advance is so important to our

economic well being that we should quickly eliminate all

irrational legal impediments' ont:~theya,re identified. Amore

complex answer involves the inherent difficulty ofusirtg the

courts to correct urlsoundlegal'precedent. The doctrine of

'sta-redecisis is crucial to our legalsyslem, in part, because

it provides businessmen with the degree of predictability

necessary to induce appropriate investments. -- However, where

caselawprecedent is economically miSguided and produces

undesired economic effects, the doctrine of stare decisis serves

toprev~nt itsc6rrection; Iti~_ttue that courts occasi6nally

overrule precedent and, indeed, the Supreme Court has overruled

certain; of its incorrect econ'omic assumptions incases

concerning the reach of the antitrust laws. 9/ However, until

economically counterproductive precedent is reversed, most

businessmen can be expected to act consistent with the precedent

and thereby-refrain'from engaging in conduct that is

economically desirable and ultimately beneficial to consumers.

9/'see,Continental T.V., Inc. v.GTE Sylvania, Inc" 433 U.S.
-36 (,1977), on remand, 461 F. sUPP. 1046 (N.D.cal. 1978), aff'd,
694,F.2d 1132 (9th Cit., 1982) overruling United states v.
A'i:rlbld,Schwinn & Co., 388 U.s. 365 (1967).
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The National ProductiVity. and Innovation Ac.t of 1983 is a

c.omprehensive, proposal aimed in. significant part at dealing with

this hostile preceden.t: to.intellect.ualproperty, protection and

exploitation.. It seeks to create a legal environment that does

not unreasonably discourage investment il1 new technologies and

dOlils not getlilr the~ffi.cientexp19itationof these technqlogies.

The National Productivit¥ and Innovation Act, has five

titles. Title I. simply names~h~Act~ .. Title II, the first

subst,antive part, involves treatment of joint research and

development ventures under the. antitrust laws. Becal\se joint

activity can yield economies~(~ sC~le and scope, R&D jqint

ventures can be a highly efficient means of discover.ingand

deV.elopingnew technologies: Antitrust caselaw preclildent .in the

area is .sparse and cannot be. said to be hostile to the formation

of R&I) joint ventures. Nevertheless,.the uncertaintY involved

has resulted in, significant fear of antitrust suit which

apparently has discouraged ,some firms from entering into

beneficial joint ventures tha.t they otherwise would have entered.

Title I,I o.f the Act addresses this problem. through a

two,..part amendment to the antitrust laws. First, the courts

c,ol\ld not apply perJsett\eories to R&Pjoint ventures, rather

the courts must 'consider the venture's procompeti1;:.ive effects in

deciding the ventures' legality u,nder the antitrust laws.

Second, treble antitrust damages would not be available against

an R&D joint venture where the details of the venture have been

fUlly disclosed to the public tl1rppgh hotificati.'on to the

- 8 ~
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Department o'f; Ju;stice'iiand the FederCll TradeCom'missioll:' In

situations where a venture so disclosed is later found to

violate the antitrust laws, plaintiffs could recover only the
".

actua.ldamages caused by the illegal conduct, plus prejudgment

interest.

This approach provides a simple and effective solution to

the problem of excessive antitrust deterrence to joint R&D While

,maintaining adequate safeguards to deter anticompetitive joint

ventures. Theappro,ach avoids the high costs associated with

creating and administering a l'egulatory process for

cert,ification of R&D joint ventures which is envisioned in some

of the bills. It also avoids the risk of encouraging

anticompetitive behavior involved in certain o'ther bills which

would grant immunity ftom suit based upon standards for

distinguishin,g procompeti tive from anticompeti tive joint

ventures that are di fferent from and not' as effective as the

eXisting antitrust standa.rds.

, 'l'itleIII , whidh would modify the treatment of intellectual

property licenses under the antitrust laws,takesan<approach

similar to Title II, except that there is no disclosure

obligation. Intellectualproperty licenses could not be

evaluated under the per ;,~ doctrine. In addition, only single

damages' plus prejudgment interest, rather than treble damag.es,

would be available when a license is found to violate the

anti trust laws.

- 9 -



The. statutory rejection of the.,persedoctrine in .. evaluating

intellectual· property licenses is crucial to ove.rcoming existing

caselaw hostility to the patent grant and patent exploitation
. ... . ... . ..>'-"":":< - - " - -',

"hich I have described. It.will serve as a dramatic signal to

courts that the procompetitive benefits of both intellectual

property protection and intellectual property licensing must be

carefully considered when a license is subject to antitrust

attack. This careful cons,{d~f'ation should res\llt in the court I s

adoption of a more enlightened view of the patent-antitrust.

interface. The 'availability, of only single damages will
, ",.'- ,

encourage the dissemination of technology through licensing even

in the face of existing hostile legal precedent.

Title IV also de,als with intellectual property licensing,
if' :. ,
iJp,ecifically the doctrines'of:patent and copyright misuse. As

you all know, misuse is a jUdicially created doctrine that is

invoked when patent or copyright licensing practices are deemed

to be undesirable from a public policy standpoint. If a court

finds that the patent or copyright holder's conduct constitutes

misuse, the, patent or copyright is unenforceable against anyone

until the misuse has been eliminated and its effects purged from

.the". marketplace. In view of the harshness of this sanction,

patent and copyright owners can 'be expected to avoid entering

into licenses that may be. held to be misuse. However, courts

often have condemned patent licensing practices as misuse on the

ground that the conduct was anticompetitive or otherwise

economically ur;desTI~ble in situatio·nsw.hereca:re'ful economic

- 10 -



analysis demonstrates that the conduct, in fact, often is

procompetitive. 10/ The misuse doctrine as currently enforced

therefore serves to discourage pro~ompetitive licensing.

Title IV is designed to address this problem by amending the

patent and copyright laws. The appropriate mechanism for

distinguishing between procompetitive and anticompetitive

licensing practices is to test the practices under the antitrust

However, it assures that courts wil~l apply the appropriate

economic analysis prior to condemning conduct as misuse on

competition grounds by permitting a finding of such misuse only

when the condu~t violates the antitrust laws.

Ti.tle V of the Ac·t also would amend the patent laws. It is

intended to close a loophoJ.e·in the united states patent laws

that has impaired the ability of process patent holders to earn

their rightful rewards., and thereby has reduced the incentives

to cr.eate and develop more efficient.waysto produce the. goods

consumers demand. Under current laws, the owner of a patent

covering a.process has significantly less protection against the

unauthorized use of his invention than the owner of a patent

covering a product. Where a product patent is involved, a firm

10/ See n •. 7, supra •.
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cannot avoid infringement by manufactu.ring the product overseas

and then importing it into the United states. Where a process

patent is involved., infringement can be avoided by practicing

the. process outside the United States and then shipping..the

resl1lting pro.duct into the United States. This loophole not

only discourages firms from inve~Hng in R&D· aimed at.

discovering new and better processes, but also encourages firms

to manufacture"outside the United states with foreign labor when

a United states process patent is involved.

Title V seeks to eliminate both. of these undesired effects

by extendin9 the coverage of the process patent . to a pr.oduct

made by the patented process. The use or sale in the United

States of a product made bya patented process would be an

infringement of the prcicesspatentI regardless of where the

process is practic~d In addition. Title V would create a

presumption that the patented process was used in manufacturing

a particular product whenever t.hepatentee shows a substantial

likelihood that the patented process was used and the patentee

has eXhausted reasonably available means for determining the

process actually ui3ed.

The presumption is created ei3sential.lY to prevent manifest

inj.ust·ice where ·the patentee cannot demonst rate what J?rocei3s

actually was used to manufacture a product because the

manufacturer of the goods is beyond United states service of

process. The presumption is limited, however, to. an admittedly

'narrow ,s~tot: circumstanCes. A more easilyavail,able

- 12 -



presumption was rejected because it would unreasonably

discourage firms from distributing products made outside the

United states by a process that dO.es not infringe any United

states process patent. The availability of a presumption

increases the risk of suit against the distributor of such a

.product and thereby increases the costs associated with handling

these .products.

These four substantive provisions of the National

Productivi ty and Innov:ation Act; are the product of considerable

study and thought. A substantial effort was made to evaluate

the innovation process and dra:fta comprehensive bill that

eliminates unwarranted legal impediments to investment in R&D.

If adopted, the Act should goa .long way toward improving the

climate for 'inv!!!stment in R&D.

The. bill has been>verywell~~ceivedby those involved in

the innovation process. However, there have been some areas of
. ". . . . .: i":C' _.-;:-?~: '. _ _'. _ _ _

concern expressed about the bill and I would like to address

these concerns in the time remaining.

Upurttil now,th.ebill h.a.s n.. o? •.be.en treated on .the Hill as a

partisan propos.al ,and Iremairiibopeful that it will not.

However, sOme may seek to characterize the bill as a partisan

Republican Administration effort knd urge that the bill be

treated as such on the Hill. I certainly am not here as an

ell:p.ert on legislative politics, reelection politics, o.r any

other type of politics ,.and therefore , Ic.oul·d not predict how

Inuc::hbenefit would r'edound to either partyifthebiII is

13'



passed. I am a career government employee who.. has servea under

Republican and Democratic Administrations and my expertise lies

not in partisan politics, but rather in the fields of

inteUectual property and antitrust law.

Looking at the bill through the perspective of my area of

expertise, I amcpnfident that the bill makes economi.c sense and

is. in the interest of the c1.·....~ •. i. z. en.s..•.\Of this nation. If adoptl;!d

in its entirety, the bill should b~nefitconsume~sdirectly and

dramaticallY by improving thec!.imate·for investment in R&D and

by encouraging the more efficient: use of existing intellectual

property. This end obviously is fully consistent with the goals

of both the Republican and Dl;!mocratic parties.

Indeed, the basis for bipartisan support for the concepts in

........, --,,:"",.':,.""-:::"::>':',',",',>.::

laws to deal with R&D joint ventures, the subject of Title II of

the National Productivity and Innovation Act. Moreover, the

past Democratic Administration took some important initial steps

towards improving the environment for treatment of intellectual

property, including suppor for legislation granting certain

government contractors title to patents that result from

government sponsored R&D, 11/ the amicus brief filed by the

ill· Patent and Tradernatk La,ws Amendments § Hal, 35U.S.C.
'S'200"';2ll(1980l.

- 14 -



Departmen't of Justice with the Supreme)"court in Aronsonv.Quick

Point 12/ and the placing of at least the initial nails in the

coffin ·of the Antitrust Division's infamous nine no-no's of

patent licensing. 13/ The Na"ti.ona1 Productivity and Innovation

Act can be viewed as consistent with these efforts as well as a

continuation of the dramatic steps well-known to you all, tMt

the current Administration has taken in the intellectual

property area. 14/ Intellectual property policy is not and

should not be an issue that is inherently partisan in nature.

This bill should be evaluated on its economic merits, and the

merits are such that both parties should be able to support the
,

basic concepts involved.

12/ Brief for the De.partment of Justice, Aronson v. Quick
Point Pencil co., ,440 U.S. 257 (1979.).

13/ "Antitrust Enforcement and the Patent Laws: 'It is As
Craftsmen that We Get Our Satisfactions and Our Pay'," Remarks
ofKy P.Ewing, Jr., Deputy Assistant Attorney General,
Antitrust Division, Before the San Francisco Patent Law
Association (May 5, 1979).

14/ see,~, president's EX E!'C utive Memorandum of .February
18, 1983 concerning Government Patent Policy (reprinted 25
Pat., Trat'l'emark:&CopyrightJ. (BNA) 351 (Feb. 24, 1983);
"Current Antitrust Division ViewspnPatent Licensing
·Practices,·· Remar,ks ofAbbottB.Lipsky, Jr., Deputy Assistant
Attorney General,.~ntitrustDivision, Before the American Bar
Association, Antitrust. Section (November 5, 1981). The
Administration's focus on the protection and exploitation of
intellectual property has resulted ,in the formation of an
Intellectual Property Working Group of the Cabinet Council on
Co·inm'erceandTraoe. This Group has made a series of
recommendations which were adopted by the Administration aimed
at fos.t.ering inriovationthr()~ghimprovhlg·certain r ightsand
abilities of intel1ec.!?ualproperty owners.
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Another concerti that has been voiced about thel:>ill, Which

has come as quite a surprise to me, is. the notion that. the bill

somehow will help big businesses more than> it. will help. small

businesses. It may.bethat this contention stenis from a desire

to politicize the bill. Again, however, I cannot speak' to the

politics of this contention, only to its economic merits.

Responding to this contention on the merits, it seem,s

unequivocably false. Indeed, on this' issue I am probably

preaching to the choir today,. since this aUdience is sensitive

to .the functioning of intellectual property protection and
:",::"';:','~':':'_::",.

licensing in our economy andt~E!~eforemustappreciate how

important these proposed amendments are to small businesses.

Small business has. a special stake in a strong system for

intellectual property protection because of th.e eSpecial

vulnerability to "free riders. If a technology is discovered

that likely will appeal to consumers, existing big businesses

frequently will have significant advantages over .small

businesses in bringing the technology quickly and efficiently to

the marketplace. Largerbusi.nessesmay have available

production capacity, production expertise; a nation'tlide

- 16 -



sman business also has a specia.:J. stake)"inestabHshingia

moree.conomically rational legal approach to exploitation of

intellectual property though Hcensing.Small busines'ses would

benefit especially bothi~theirbapacityas licensor and as

licensee.

The ability to grant licenses under their patents is often .

·an import'ant option to small businesses. 'A small business often

will not have available product.ioil capacity or expertise, sales

and distribution force, etc.,. to exploit efficiently on. its own

all potential uses of.ainew. te.chnology. Often the most

effective solution foreuch a patentee is to license firms that

have certain needed skills. Lic~nsingi, therefore" ina senSe is

a' means'available .to ,small' business toqetas big and 'illS

ef;fici~~tin the manufactu~~ and distribution of a product as a

vertically integrated IcUge business competitor may be on its

own. Moreover, the small business may want ,to restrict the

licensee in its use of the technology lest it be swamped by,the

licensee in the area the patentee intended to reserve for

itself. An overly rest:rictiveapplication of the antitrust laws

or the misuse doctrine to intellectual property licenses

therefore imposes additional costs on Hcensors and can put

small business at an unnecessary competitive disadvantage with

respect to their large CQmpetitors.

Titles III and IV alsO will benefit small busii'less in their

capacity as licensees. Small businesses 'often maybe in the

iljest'posi t'ibn to.devell:)pparticularappliSiltions o'fa new

- 17 -



{latented·technology. However,. they typically w{ll not be in a

position to obtain access to the patent by purchasing the patent

outright or by offering the patentee a cross-Ucenseunder

impdrtant relatedt·echnology. The small business ,therefore,

typicallywill seek aCCeSS through an off.er of royalty

payments. However, l?'atentees may be unwilling to grant

unrestricted licenses because such a license may decrease the

patentee's control over the> patented technology and thereby

decrease rather thanincreas.e the total return to the patentee

from the patent. In such cases, patentee will grant the
", -,'<

small business a license only if it can include certain

restraints or obligations in the license which will result in
\"'1";':->",'

the patentee's net rewardiri6~~~'~ing rather than decreasing.

Such provisions may beg~'~~e>~t'l~aCcePtable to the small

business. Neverth.eless patentee could not be expected to

offer such a license if the provisions raise any serious

antitrust or misuse con~erns•. Titles III and IV should diminish

any conce.rn that a procompetitive license will be deemed a

misuse or an antitrust vi?lationand thereby should result in an

increased availabili ty of Hcenses to small businesses.

Next, a small minority of·the patent attorneys that have

commented to me about the legislation have raised a thin'! area

of. concern. They .have suggested .that the propo.sedchange in the

misuse doctrine may be unWise because the misuse doctrine is

well established, has evolved steadily over a long period of

- 18 -



time., and provides patentees with valuable predictability in

drafting patent licenses. I vigorously disagree.

First, the misusedoctrinedoesrtot provide substantial

predictability. In fact, thedoct.rinehas been. constantly

expanding in directions that are less than predictable so as to

proscribe an ever bro;dening areai>qj; conduct. .The potential for

further growth represents uncertainty rather than predictability

and thereby discourages rather than encourages licensing.

S:econd, even if the precise reach of the misuse doctrine was

predictable, can that predictability be.described as

beneficial? Clearly not> AS I noted previouslY, the misuse

precedent has discouraged potentially procompetitivebeha.vior.

A legal doctrine that prevents economically desirable conduct

Obviously can not be classified as beneficial simply because it

is predictable •

. Third, it· is impossible to understand how this alleged

predictability can be said to benefit intellectual prqperty

owners. At present, when licensing a patent or copyright, the

intellectUal property owner must avoid viqlati9n 9f both the

antitrust laws and the misuse doctrtne. The proposed change

would eliminate most cOncern about the misuse dOctrine.

predictability would be diminished only with respect to conduct

that now must be avoided because it constitutes misuse, but that

is. of unclear laWfulness under a rule of reason antitrust

analysis. Howe'1er,· to the extent that the intellectual property

Owner is uncertain as.to whether specific conduct would violate

- 19 -



the rule o~ re,ason antitrust stand~rd, th,e intelt';¢'ctual pr9perty

owner has the option of not engaging in the conduct. The net

effect of the proposed change therefore is simply to increase

the options available to intellectual property owners. It is

difficult to understand how any increase in licensing options

can be deemed inconsistent with the interests of intellectual

property .owners.

I recognize t.hat th.ere is one area. where pot.ential harm from

the proposal may he predi·ctable. To the extent that certain

attorneys have gained reputations as gurus capable of

shepherding their clients through the maze of the economically

irrational misuse doctrine, 'these attorneys perhaps will be.

harmed financially as a result of the proposed simplification of

existing rUl~~. However, no one.has ever suggested that such

considerations have any place in the debate and to its credit,

the patent bar always seems to have viewed proposed legislation

from the perspective of its clients and of the interest of

society in general. Again, if the argument is limited to the

economic merits, I'm personally sure of a favorableoutcomoa.

One final area of debate about the bill warrants .very brief

mention. .The spector. of compulsory lic:ensingof patents has

once again raised its ugly head. Representatives of a small

minority.of firms in the electronics industry have expressed the

view that any modification of antitrust tr.e.atmentof R&D
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joint ventures should include a <compulsory licensing

provfsion. It is argued>that such a provision will assure

maximumdissemfnationof>resultfngtechrtologies. If I were

speaking before a less sophisticated aUdience, I would devote

much more time to explaining why compulsory licensing is a step

in the wrong direction.' However, this audience has heard all

th'e arguments. I am sure you recognize compulsory licensing

for what it is -- a ~ facto repeal of the 17-year exclusive

patent grant, which will discourage rather than encourage the

creation of technology. If increased dissemination of

technology is the goal, the proper approach is to enact Titles

III and IV of the National productivity and'Innovation Act and

remove undesired legal impediments to intellectual property

licensing. Now is not the time to ignore the lessons of recent

history; now is not the time to further undermine incentives

for the creation of new technologies. It is now time to move

forward ,and I submit tha.tthe Nationa.l Productivi"ty and

Innovation Act is an important step in that direction.

That concludes my prepared statement. I will now answer

. any questions.

DOJ·.....11
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